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Conservation on Long Island 

Conservation success  
Improve the ecological 
conditions 

Nitrogen Pollution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LI, a suburb of NYC, very dense development (3M) people. Rich coastal resources – see bays/harbors and estuaries (recreation to property values) and uncharacteristically non sewered for such density. This last fact plays an integral role in the story I’ll tell you today. Over the last decade, our conservation work--All 3 focal areas -- restoring shellfish, seagrass research, and our salt marsh conservation & research  – have led us to the same conclusion– our estuaries and headwaters are being impacted by water quality problems – specifically nitrogen pollution 



Enhanced nutrient loading        more intense &/or toxic HABs 

Brown tide Cochlodinium Alexandrium Dinophysis Ulva 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2008, scientists involved in researching the causes of harmful algal blooms published a scientific peer review paper indicating a scientific consensus that eutrophication – too many nutrients such as nitrogen are the cause of harmful algal blooms – scientific consensus is important in the world of research and academia 
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Harmful algal blooms across Long Island 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the 1st time in 2006, LI experienced toxic algal blooms  -- Some have neurotoxins that can kill fish or harm people through paralytic shellfish poisoning from eating tainted shellfish -- it was PSP that killed the manatees in FLAAcross LI and worldwide, these harmful algal blooms are expanding globally, lasting longer, and increasing in levels of toxicity 



Impact Map 
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Presentation Notes
There are multiple conveyances of N, different than the sources…although soources is what we are focsed on.



Focus Groups & Polling Reveals… 
• LI Residents have some concern but there’s a disconnect when it comes 

to their drinking water, wastewater and recreational waters 
 

• However, the majority (>50%) think ‘LI waters’ have deteriorated over 
the last 10 years and will continue to decline.  

 
• Most Long Island voters (68-78%) think that improving water quality 

would have a positive impact on quality of life, public health, tourism, 
and housing values  
 

• There is broad support (85%) around the idea of new standard to 
reduce levels of nitrogen pollution in Long Island waters once the 
problem is introduced 

 
• Overall, people are willing to put their money where their mouth is 
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Summary at 10,000 feet



High price tag…no problem? 
• Three quarters of the respondents support $3B 

investment to meet a new standard 
 

 
 

Responses to financing and incentives 
• Charging a small fee to property owners, in 

proportion to the value of their property 40% 
• Increasing the sales tax by one quarter of one 

percent 51% 
• Placing a fee on water bills, higher for those 

that use more water and lower for those that 
use less 69% 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Respondents do not want to hand off a mess to our kids/grandkids which drives the immunity to pricetags in the billions. Online SNE poll – even higher support for a mandatory maintenance contract for onsite septics



Aggregate WTP 
To understand the impact of the WTP results we can look at it in 
aggregate 

 
• $17.20/month * 12   $206.40   WTP per household/per year 

 
• $206.40/year * 950,446 households  $196,172,054   WTP across 

all LI households/per year 
 

• $196,172,054 * 10  $1,961,720,544  WTP across all LI households 
with 10 years of payments  (assumes no interest, inflation, rate of 
return or population growth) 

 
In summary, if each household were WTP $17.20/month for the next ten 
years the investment would exceed $2B with just a modest interest rate 

 
*Household #’s based on LI census data 
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Presentation Notes
Double bounded wtp, n=600



The Cost of INACTION 
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462,183 

$532/household 
per yr = $500M 
annually 

97,927 licenses ($22-$75 
each) + insurance, boat 
maintenance, supplies 

Tourism $5B+ annually  
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Where we are… 

• Gather and integrate key stakeholder values 
into our conservation work 

• Integrate environmental benefits into decision 
making, given the time/money constraints 

• Think about incentives and how to finance 
changes that impact water quality (to achieve 
ultimate conservation priorities) 
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